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Abstract
The increasing demands in 5G technology is fulfilled by MIMO systems which employ hundreds of antennas to
serve the broadband terminals. Deep learning algorithms are powerful machine learning algorithms capable of
advanced learning and predictions. Deep learning is largely employed in MIMO. This paper explores the usage
of deep learning architectures in beam forming and predictions in MIMO. Specifically, an improvised version of
deep learning is the marginal deep architecture. This paper also briefs about the usage of marginal deep
architecture based methods for beam forming and predictions. Such proposed models will greatly improve the
efficiency and capability of beam forming in MIMO resulting in improved 5G services.
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Introduction to MIMO
There is tremendous growth of mobile data applications along with increasing expectations from 5G technologies.
This has in turn resulted in the great requirement for wireless networks to increase its capacity. There are
predictions that three major technologies are going to play a major role in empowering 5G technology and help
in realising the full potential of 5G. One is the usage of carrier frequencies in the range 10 to 100 GHz called the
millimetre band. The second is the densification of the network by small sized cells or femto cells. The third
technology is MIMO.Towards implementing 5G technology Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technique
will play a major role. [1] describes the various aspects associated with MIMO including the antenna design,
presence as array, its configuration and challenges.
MIMO systems make use of hundreds of antennas to improve performance along with ability to serve number of
broadband terminals. Robust signal processing methods are made use of in Massive MIMO along with precise
beam forming techniques. [2] presents complete review of homogeneous and heterogeneous MIMO looking into
its key components, advantages and disadvantages.[3] focuses on MIMO technology which has been extended in
usage where micro wave and mm-wave frequencies are used. The six basic differences where MIMO is used in
both these frequencies are looked into. The difference in architecture, algorithms along with the possible
performances that can be obtained in different frequencies is presented in this work.[4] discusses the position and
power levels of base stations in MIMO system towards realising reduced power consumption, low downlink and
uplink exposure to electromagnetic interferences and improved user coverage. The system is practically
implemented in Belgium with larger number of base station antenna elements and lesser number of base stations
required. The statistical results show improved performance. Multiple antenna application is an essential
constituent of 5G technology and can achieve improved performance through different approaches.[5] presents a
survey of three different methods through which this can be accomplished namely Cell free Massive MIMO, beam
space Massive MIMO and intelligent reflecting surfaces. The motivation and salient features of these technologies
are discussed in the paper.
There is limitation of number of antennas that can be equipped in base station acting as a limiting factor for the
deployment of massive linear arrays. To overcome this challenge [6] discusses Full Dimension MIMO (FDMIMO) which utilises an Active Antenna System (AAS) which has the capacity to perform adaptive electronic
beam forming. The results of the effectiveness of the method are demonstrated in 5G FD-MIMO systems. There
are different standardisation methods which can be used in MIMO. [7] explores the different standardisation
techniques along with different methods which can be used for channel modelling and measurements. Channel
estimation methods leading to precoding and signal detection is summarised. The use of Massive antenna arrays
in 5G is done through usage of various spatial signatures of users. This feature can also be utilised to find the
location of the users. Hence [8] explores the various localisation methods and refined channel estimation
techniques to do the task of massive MIMO localisation which is fast emerging domain. Clustering is effective in
Massive MIMO to organise network topology towards enhancing network level and cluster level performance
metrics. [9] presents a complete review of different methods of clustering along with its characteristics, metrics
and challenges.
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Massive MIMO could be successful in achieving high spectral efficiency and low latency if there are good MIMO
detectors present.There are number of MIMO detection algorithms available. [10] presents a complete survey of
various MIMO detection algorithms for small and medium dimesion MIMO systems. From the review it is
understood that there is no single ideal MIMO detector and every MIMO detection algorithms has its advantages
and disadvantages.
Usage of Deep Learning in MIMO
Because of its computational efficiency and versatility Machine Learning has found major applications in 5G
technology enabling the networks become robust. Deep Learning methods in Machine Learning has wide range
of usage in 5G.[11] reviews the development of deep learning solutions for 5G communication. The paper also
discusses effcient deep learning based schemes for MIMO and mmWave based systems.The novel communication
framework called NOMA is explored in tha paper along with its superior performance being investigated.[12]
investigates the usage of Jrip, J48 and Naïve bayes machine learning algorithms to predict transmission states in
a channel in 5G networks. The database required for this is produced by recreations on the channel condition.[13]
reviews different techniques involved in device to device communication in 5G networks and explores the usage
of artifical intelligence based device to device communication.The AI based schemes have better interference
mitigation and superior resource allocation compared to conventional methods.
Load balancing and control with interference mitigation in 5G networks is explored through AI based particle
swarm optimisation in [14].To reduce the interference problem, joint transmission coordinated multipoint is being
used that are present in cell expansion area.It is being observed that this method brings improvement in throughput
associated with the system.Interference mitigation can also be perfomed through learning in changing Internet of
Things environment. This is exhibited in [15] where the proposed policy has the ability to adapt itelf quickly and
efficeintly to the changes in the network and depends only on the locally available information.The obtained
results indicate that the interference due to the connecting devices is greatly reduced in an adaptive, distributed
fashion in this methodology.
Beamforming in MIMO
In Massive MIMO multiple antennas are being deployed. Beam forming is the technique used with multiple
antennas to control the direction of a wavefront by approximately finding the magnitude and phase of the
individual antenna signals in the array of multiple antennas. Massive MIMO along with beam forming antenna
array technology play a significant role in 5G communication. [16] presents a review of various types of beam
forming techniques and the techniques most suitable for usage in massive MIMO systems. A new technique of
optimal beamforming is suggested in the paper capable of good performance in massive MIMO environment.
[17] discusses different salient implementation issues which arise towards deploying of MIMO processing in 5G
systems. The different architectures for MIMO is being described where superior performance is obtained using
hybrid approach. All the implementation is being carried out for multi user MIMO transmissions carried out in
millimetre wave bands.[18] discusses the numerical evaluation of ZF and MMSE type beam forming and NOMA
in indoor lab environment based practical massive MIMO systems. The base station has 4 antennas and 4 users.
The performance is evaluated under different conditions. Hybrid beam forming for MIMO system is looked into
under jamming environment [19].The proposed method has ability to reduce the covariance matrix and hence
better interference mitigation. Simulations have been performed to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The key implementation issues in Massive MIMO beam forming in 5G systems are being discussed. [20]
Both performance and implementation issues are being detailed with description of MIMO architecture for the
same. Hybrid analog and digital beam forming designs based on single chain architecture for massive MIMO are
elucidated in [21]. Three new beam former designs are being proposed which overcomes the shortcomings of the
described method. The applications of the three methods proposed are also analysed. Simulations also support the
superiority of the proposed methods.
Methodology
Use of Deep Learning in Beamforming in MIMO
There are many challenges in working MIMO in mmWave systems such as impact on coverage, reliability and
need for frequent hand-off between base stations. The finding of optimal beam forming also becomes challenging
under these situations. To overcome these difficulties [22] proposes an innovative method integrating machine
learning techniques with beamforming. The proposed method makes use of deep learning models to predict
beamforming vectors at the base stations. This yields a complete solution supporting mmWave applications with
improved performances.
[23] explores a deep learning enabled mmWave massive MIMO framework for effective hybrid precoding. Deep
neural network based approach has reduced bit error ratio and improved spectrum efficiency and has exhibited
better performance and reduced complexity compared to conventional schemes. Due to great increase in data
volume, 5G networks are becoming more complex in terms of deployment. Hence [24] proposes a novel algorithm
involving combination of three neural network towards optimisation of performance of massive MIMO
beamforming. The first neural network generates user mobility pattern. The second neural network is used to
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generate antenna diagrm, while the third set of neural network is used to find the efficiency of the generated
antenna diagram.The major advantage of the proposed method is that it doesnot require large training sets.
The complexity of cellular network calls in for the usage of deep learning algorithms in 5G networks.However
there is scarcity of large datasets which prevents the usage of deep learning techniques in 5G networks. [25]
explores the usage of specific datasets towards finding beam selection technique or mmWaves.The usage of deep
learning and reinforcement learning on the database helps realsie beam forming selection in massive MIMO 5G
networks.Hybrid beamforming is a potential answer for massive MIMO systems. [26] proposes anolg beam
selection method based on machine learning.The training dataset in this case is made of huge number of samples
off the mmWave channel. Support Vector Machine algorithm has been used to maximise the sum rate.A novel
method has also been proposed to find the optimal parameter.It has been established that the complexity has been
reduced substantially using the proposed method.
[27] discusses the usage of Multilayer perceptron mechanism model in massive MIMO systems. There are two
models used, one for beamforming and the other is used for channel estimation. The output from the beamforming
MLP is given as input towards channel estimation.Mean square error and bit error rate are used as performance
metrics and the system developed exhibits superior performance.The use of deep learning algorithms reduce the
number of epochs and capable of predicting in real time with high efficiency. In MIMO systems, obtaining
inormation on downlink channel state information is very difficult due to increased overheads in uplink feedback
and downlink training. In order to solve the issue [28] proposes a sparse complex valued neural network(ScNet)
to approximate the uplink to downlink mapping function.This ScNet used exhibits better performance accuracy
along with improved robustness for complex wireless channels making it a potential solution for use in practical
deployment.[29] describes the usage of deep learning in performing power alloctaion in downlink of Massive
MIMo networks.The trained deep neural network is capable of learning the mapping between user equipments
and power allocation policies. Subsequently, it is used to predict the power allocation polices. The usage of deep
neural network makes the system perform better optimisation compared to conventional methods and the proposed
method doesnot require any statistical averages.
.Multi user detection algorithms are essential and play a major role in Massive MIMO OFDM systems.[30]
describes a combination of channel estimation and multi user detection for removing interferences and reducing
Bit Error dats. Such a model is proposed by the usage of sparse based k-neighbour classifier.Activity detection
and pilot placement are inherent part of the work which paves way to reduced mean square error, symbol error
rate and bit error rate.[31] discusses an unspervised deep learning based physical layer scheme for single user
MIMO system. This method makes use of an autoencoder.Rayleigh fading channel model is introduced into the
autoencoder to learn a system which optimises it.The proposed system can easily adapt itself for both open loop
and closed loop operations in multiplexing modes and spatial diversity.The method’s performance is superior
compared to conventional method.
In 5G non-orthogonal multiple access is quite popular in the field of wireless communication. Successive
interference cancellation is the main NOMA detection method used. [32] explores a deep learning method that
automatically analyses the channel state information and finds the original transmit sequence. The deep learning
method combines this channel estimation along with recovery of desired signal affected by channel distortion and
signal superposition. In contrast to SIC method, deep learning methods addresses channel impairment problems
and achives good performance.It is found that deep learning is an effcient tool for signal detection.[33] proposes
a deep neural network based hybrid beamforming for multiuser massive MIMO systems. The system is being
trained using self-supervised algorithms. Through simulations it is established that the proposed method
outperforms in terms of bit error rate compared to the existing traditional methods.[34] details beam allocation
problem for massive MIMO sysem using deep neural networks.Beam selection and switching is performed using
machine learning algorithms. Beams are produced by Butler metod to achieve large gain. The base stations are
being interpreted by multiclass classification. Simulation results exhibit that the proposed scheme is able to
forecast and allocate beams with good accuracy providing superior communication performance to the receivers.
[35] details a deep learning based framework for performing two functions namely hybrid beamforming as well
as joint antenna selection. Two convolutional neural networks are being used, which takes in input as channel
matrix and give antenna subarray as the output. A part of the channel matrix is given to second CNN and its output
is given to both analog and digital beamformers. Simulations performed indicate that CNN framework exhibits
better performance compared to basic techniques.
In order to handle the deviations in the channel characteristics and provide robust perfromance, deep learning
approach Convolution Neural Network with quantised weights is proposed[36]. The purpose of these quantised
weights is to run these algorithms on mobile devices also with less available memory. The proposed methos saves
a minimum of 6 bits and displays good performance in contrast to conventional MIMO hybrid beamforming
techniques.Hot spot predictions based virtual small cell improves te operating effciency in 5G systems. This hot
spot prediction is being performed through deep learning and this in turn aids in adaptive beamforming as
exhibited in [37].Feature extraction capability of deep learning and long short term memory of neural networks is
being utilised to implement the required functionality.Large scale antenna array with hybrid beamforming is
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adaptively adjusted to cover high transmission across hotspot of the virtual small cells. The deployment of the
method greatly improves energy efficiency and reduces latency.Antenna selection and hybrid beamforming design
is solved as a classification and prediction problem using Convolution neural networks as in[38].The training of
the convolutional neural networks are being carried out under noisy channel matrices and different channel
statistics to achieve improved performances.The usage of CNN results in improved spectral effciency and
qauntised weights usage results in saving of bits making the system suitable for mobile devices.
There are different variants of deep models which are being used for varied applications such as image
classification, speech recognition etc. [39] proposes to stack feature learning modules towards the design of the
deep architectures. Marginal Fisher analysis is being stacked in this proposed architecture and hence called
Marginal deep Architecture. The method combines different deep learning techniques in order ro fine tune the
model. Extensive experimentations for different applications leads to conclusions that MDA is better than not
only shallow feature learning models but also certain deep learning models.[40] discusses stacked feature learning
model involving layer by layer initialisation of the deep architecture called Marginal Deep Architectures. The
effectiveness of the proposed model is displayed for small and middle scale real world applications as the model
doesnot require large training data [41] explores object detection and segmentation in context of image parsing
using Marginal Space deep learning.The run time performance of the system is greatly improved along wit
computational efficiency.The potential of Marginal Spce Deep Learning is fully exploited towards solving 3D
data with parametrised representations.
Based on the literature survey done, it is understood that beamforming plays an important role in MIMO systems.
There are various algorithms and methods to accomplish beamforming. It is also observed that Deep Learning
based hybrid beamforming is more effective because of reduction in computational complexity and improved
efficiency. Marginal Deep Architectures combine different deep learning methods to fine tune the model. Hence
the proposed work in this paper is towards developing a Marginal Deep Architecture based model for Massive
MIMO beeamforming and predictions.
Result and Discussion
Proposed Marginal Deep Architectures for Massive MIMO Beam Predictions
In order to implement the proposed marginal deep architecture for massive MIMO beam predictions, there is
required of standard dataset.In fact, different machine learning algorithms are increasingly finding usage in
Massive MIMO and mmWave applications. However the absence of a common dataset for all the algorithms is a
major drawback in validating different developed algorithms. Towards the same [42] explores the developed
generic database which has been developed for different massive MIMO and mmWave applications. The paper
describes the methodology used in generating the database through outdoor ray tracing scenario with 18 base
stations and more than 1 million users. The application of this generated database in MIMO applications is also
briefed.The paper also describes a novel integrated machine learning and coordinated beamforming solution
where a number of distributed coordinating base stations simultaneously serve a mobile user. This model has been
developed for highly mobile mm-Wave application.
Conclusions
This paper gives a review on MIMO systems, application of deep learning in MIMO systems, beam forming in
MIMO and beam forming in MIMO using deep learning architectures. The paper also gives insights on Marginal
deep architectures and how marginal deep architectures can be potentially used in beamforming in MIMO towards
improving computational complexity and efficiency. The details of the standard database is to be used for the
same is also discussed.
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